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Collision Data Selection
✓ Results for runs 143961 and 143962 after Greg’s timing changes at 17.08.2010
(CSC ELOG 439293)
✓ CMSSW_3_8_1_patch4
with official Promt Analysis code: /UserCode/L1TriggerDPG/
✓ Minimum bias sample:
/castor/cern.ch/cms/store/data/Run2010A/MinimumBias/RAW-RECO/v6/000/143
GOODCOLL :
- BPTX Coincidence (0 AND (40 OR 41) AND NOT (36 OR 37 OR 38 OR 39)
AND NOT ((42 AND NOT 43) OR (43 AND NOT 42))
- Good Vertex (ndf >= 4, |z| <15 cm, |r|<2cm)
- no scraping beam background rejection requiring >=25% of high purity tracks
✓

✓ Here BX plots for CSCTF track not for event
(so if we have several tracks in event then histograms fill several time
-> should be change in future)
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L1 CSCTF timing without BPTX analysis
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only:

Very bed timing -> could be due to BPTX issues
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Absolute Bx (part of range) and BPTX for events
1. Absolute Bx has bread distribution while should have shape of delta function
2. BPTX = -3 <- not defined BPTX, if we have triggered BPTX then it is in [-2,2]
3. If we select events with BPTX and make correction Bx = Bx + BPTX
then we have almost delta function shape -> still not correct!
4. We have delta Bx function shapes for events with BPTX = 0
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX and bx = bx - BPTX
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only :

Much better with BPTX correction then slide 3
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only :

Very good timing for CSC region only with BPTX = 0
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0

For coincidence CSCTF tracks only :
(small statistics about 15 event per bin)

Bad timing for CSC-DT tracks only even with BPTX = 0
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 for singles
For singles CSCTF tracks only :

Bad timing for all eta for singles with BPTX = 0
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 for singles
For singles CSCTF tracks only :

Bad timing for eta > 1.2 for singles with BPTX = 0
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 with global muon > 7.5 GeV
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only :

Good timing for CSC tracks only with BPTX = 0
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 with global muon > 7.5 GeV
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only :
(small statistics about 6-10 event per bin)

Bad timing for CSC-DT tracks only even with BPTX = 0
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Bx definition for CSCTF track
- During CSCTF track Bx calculation
there is no difference between CSC and DT stubs
- 2 stubs track:
Bx track = the latest arrived stub
- 3 stubs track:
Bx track = the latest arrived stub from 2 first arrived stubs
example: 3 stubs have Bx = 1, 2, 3 -> Bx track = 2
3 stubs have Bx = 3, 3, 4 -> Bx track = 3
3 stubs have Bx = 2, 3, 3 -> Bx track = 3
- Tbin for stub = for how much Bx we delay stub to create CSCTF track
Bx stub = Bx track –Tbin
(notice that Tbin includes correction for DT stubs
if we have more then 1 DT stub at event,
so we don’t need to do extra timing correction for 2nd or more DT)
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 overlap region
Bx stub is presented for Mode = 12 (1-2-DT) and Mode = 14 (2-DT)
for Bx track = 1 only (see slide 7)
Bx DT stub

Bx ME2 stub

Bx ME1 stub

For Bx track delay in 1 Bx are
responsible DT stubs only!
No Bx ME1 stubs -> should be investigated
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 overlap region
Bx stub is presented for Mode = 12 (1-2-DT) and Mode = 14 (2-DT)
for Bx track > 1 only (see slide 7)
Bx DT stub

Bx ME2 stub

Bx ME1 stub

✓ For Bx track delay in more then 1 Bx are
responsible DT and ME stubs
✓ ME stubs are arrived earlier than DT
in average
Few entries for Bx ME1 stubs
-> should be investigated
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Conclusion and Plans
● Should be analyzed events with BPTX = 0 only
● Good timing for CSC only region
● Bad timing for CSC-DT tracks: DT responsible for it!
-> possibly could be change in CSCTF key
Greg wants that timing results were reported at CSC DPG Meeting (Wednesday)
Luigi wants CSCTF report at L1 DPG Meeting (Thursday):
- Pt resolution
- DT-CSC timing issues (A. Madorsky work)
- CSC timing ?
Thanks to Gian Piero, Alex, Greg, Chris, Amanda and Luigi for help in this work
To do:
- Clarified with Ivan Mu BPTX issues: how to make BPTX correction properly if BPTX != 0
- Look detailed on CSCTF track arrived later (not only overlap region)
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